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A street in the Palermo Soho area of Buenos Aires, Argentina. A canopy is formed by tree branches over a street in the Palermo Soho neighborhood of
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Photo shows a small grocery store in the Palermo Soho neighborhood of Buenos Aires, Argentina. — AP photos

20 years on,

Kazakhs
struggle to warm to
chilly new capital

For Dina, a hairless Sphynx living in a
newly-opened cat cafe in Kazakhstan’s
capital Astana, this winter was a difficult

one to bear. Temperatures in the steppe city
of more than one million people reached
minus 40 degrees Celsius (minus 40 degrees
Fahrenheit) as Central Asia experienced its
coldest winter in a decade, testing heating
systems across the region. During this time
Dina took to sitting near the radiators of the
Miki Piki cafe, which opened in 2017 and
houses cats of more than a dozen different
breeds.  “You have to be ever so careful with
them,” said cafe owner Aigul Kurmanaliyeva
of the hairless Canadian Sphynx breed. 

“They often need to wear clothes outside.
They are very prone to illness,” she told AFP.
Human residents of Astana, the world’s sec-
ond-coldest capital city behind Mongolia’s
Ulan Bator, can empathize. Astana, the gov-
ernment’s showpiece project on the Ishim
river in northern Kazakhstan, took over as
the country’s capital 20 years ago. But many
of its residents compare Astana unfavorably
with the former capital Almaty, a city of 1.5
million people that lies 1,000 kilometers (600
miles) further south and where temperatures
are notably warmer. “The beginning of the
long-awaited spring is felt!” joked a popular
local blogger, Rinat Balgabayev. “In Almaty,
the apricot trees blossomed. In Astana, citi-
zens put on their festive coloured leg warm-
ers!” he said on Facebook recently.

Living ‘in isolation’ 
Despite a pantheon of lavish, futuristic

architecture, many people who were forced
to move to Astana for work or family reasons
find the city an uncomfortable fit. Adil
Nurmakov, a former resident of Almaty who
moved to Astana for his wife’s job last year,
said life in the city can be a “shock”, espe-
cially for foreigners and ex-residents of the
cosmopolitan former capital. “The way the
city is planned means that citizens principal-
ly live in isolation, travelling by car from
home to work and back again,” he told AFP.
“There are few public spaces for people to
congregate.”

Such criticism has been leveled against
other planned capitals, notably Brazil’s
Brasilia, but Astana’s harsh climate during the
winter months presents an additional chal-
lenge. “For a large part of the year, public life
in the city practically freezes over,” com-
plained Nurmakov. Authorities generally cite
Almaty’s location in a seismologically active
region as the reason for moving the capital
north, as well as the opportunity to break
with Soviet history.  Many observers howev-
er argued the decision was made to strength-
en control over a part of the country with
strong cultural and political affiliations to
Kazakhstan’s former master Russia.

Kazakhstan’s government is sensitive to
any criticism of the capital and will celebrate
the 20th anniversary of the switch from
Almaty on July 6, which is a national holiday
called Astana Day. The city now called
Astana officially became the capital in
December 1997 but the summer holiday was
designed to coincide with the birthday of
Kazakhstan’s long-ruling 77-year-old
President Nursultan Nazarbayev. At the
beginning of the year the country’s ambassa-
dor to Britain, Erlan Idrissov, wrote a prickly
letter to the Financial Times newspaper,
denouncing an article that had referred to
Astana as a “bizarre” and “hastily built” vani-
ty project. Kazakh nationals  were “immense-
ly proud of this extraordinary achievement,
led by President Nursultan Nazarbayev”, he
wrote in a letter published by the newspaper.

Shoots of cultural life 
One long-standing criticism of Astana that

has faded over time is that there is nothing
interesting to do in the city. Recent times
have seen a subtle shift in the cultural bal-
ance of power between the current and for-
mer capitals, mainly at the instigation of the
state, which has invested heavily in the arts
and moved the national ballet troupe up
north. Astana has even acquired craft beer
bars-in another sign that the nightlife is
growing more diverse.

Symbat Karintayev, the co-owner of a bar
in the city’s unpretentious old town called
“The Hop”, admitted he “took a risk” opening
up. The fashion for experimental ales arrived
in Kazakhstan only very recently by way of
Russia, he said, with Almaty taking to the
trend more quickly than the capital. “Craft
beer is a new experience for the residents of
Astana, but little by little these kinds of
scenes are developing,” Karintayev told AFP.
Back at the Miki Piki cat cafe-whose opening
added diversity to the leisure scene in a city
that is already home to malls and gastro-
pubs-the owner said the idea came from a
trip to South Korea known for its animal
cafes.  “We knew there wasn’t anything like
that here,” said Kurmanaliyeva. — AFP

Once you’ve seen Buenos Aires’ wide, crowded
boulevards and the balcony where Eva Peron
waved to the masses, you might get the impres-

sion the city is all about grandiose architecture and the
fast-paced attitude that is so common in big cities. But
head to Palermo Soho, and you’ll notice that the buildings
get smaller, the streets get calmer and the crowds get
cooler.

Once a rundown warehouse district with shabby stucco
homes, the area takes its name from New York’s upscale
SoHo neighborhood. A canopy of oak trees lines the cob-
blestone streets, which are more pedestrian- and bike-
friendly than in many other neighborhoods. Still be careful
crossing the street because stop signs and crosswalks are
but faint suggestions to most drivers.

Getting there
Palermo is Buenos Aires’ largest neighborhood, but it

can vary greatly from one end to the other and it’s divided
into several sections. Palermo Soho is roughly bordered by
the avenues Cordoba, Scalabrini Ortiz, Santa Fe and Juan
B. Justo. From downtown, take the green D line on the sub-
way, known as Subte, to the Plaza Italia station, find Jorge
Luis Borges street and walk away from the botanical gar-
den. After about eight blocks, you’ll run into the oval Plaza
Serrano, which sits at the center of the neighborhood.

What to do
Palermo Soho isn’t exactly undiscovered by tourists,

but there aren’t many big hotels and it’s devoid of the
city’s most famous historical and cultural attractions.
Instead, you come to this part of town to shop, eat and
drink. After the Argentine peso plummeted in value in
2002, importing clothes became prohibitively expensive.
As a result, young local designers filled the void and
opened up shop here. At Agostina Bianchi, located at
Thames 1733, you’ll find limited edition, handmade
clothing for women that seems to fuse knitting with high
fashion.

For men, try Felix, at Honduras 4916, for a wide selec-
tion of local brands in styles ranging from tank tops to
suits. Gurruchaga street around the corner is packed with
trendy boutiques, and during the weekends, Plaza Serrano
and nearby Plaza Armenia transform into a funky arts and
crafts fair.

For dinner, Palermo Soho offers a high concentration of
quality restaurants. The supper-clubby Casa Cruz, at
Uriarte 1658, sits behind 15-foot brass doors and blends
updated Argentine standards with Mediterranean flavors.
The seafood-focused Crizia, at Gorriti 5143, provides a
welcome break from all the beef joints in a soaring con-

verted warehouse. Skip dessert and instead hit up one of
the area’s numerous ice cream shops. Try dulce de leche,
an Argentine specialty, at Tufic, at Guatemala 4597.

Several bars that seem to cater to a get-drunk crowd
form a ring around Plaza Serrano, where young people
taking advantage of two-for-one drink specials hang out
late into the night strumming guitars. But fan out from the
plaza for a more sophisticated side. Nicky Harrison, at
Malabia 1764, is tucked into the back of a stellar sushi
restaurant and serves creative drinks like the Valkiria, hon-
ey and lime juice. — AP

Buenos Aires neighborhood
Palermo Soho: Shop, eat, drink 

In this Oct 17, 1950, file photo, President Juan Peron and his
wife Eva wave from the balcony of Casa Rosada, Government
House, in Buenos Aires as Argentina celebrated Loyalty Day.

In this July 26, 2002, file photo, a man touches the tomb of
Maria Eva Duarte de Peron at Recoleta cemetery in Buenos
Aires, Argentina.

In this Dec 6, 2008, file photo, couples dance tango during a
public milonga and tango dance show in Avenida de Mayo, a
central avenue in the city of Buenos Aires.

In this March 13, 2013, file photo, faithful gather inside the Metropolitan Cathedral in Buenos Aires, Argentina.


